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Abstract

Given a setS of strings, a DFA acceptingS offers a very time-efficient solution to the pattern
matching problem overS. The key is how to implement such a DFA in the trade-off between time and
space, and especially the choice of how to implement the transitions of each state is critical. Bentley
and Sedgewick proposed an effective tree structure calledternary trees. The idea of ternary trees is
to ‘implant’ the process of binary search for transitions into the structure of the trees themselves.
This way the process of binary search becomes visible, and the implementation of the trees becomes
quite easy. Thedirected acyclic word graph(DAWG) of a stringw is the smallest DFA that accepts
all suffixes ofw, and requires only linear space. We apply the scheme of ternary trees to DAWGs,
introducing a new data structure namedternary DAWGs(TDAWGs). Furthermore, the scheme ofAVL
trees is applied to the TDAWGs, yielding a more time-efficient structureAVL TDAWGs. We also
perform some experiments that show the efficiency of TDAWGs and AVL TDAWGs, compared to
DAWGs in which transitions are implemented by linked lists.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Due to rapid advance in information technology and global growth of computer networks,
we can utilize a large amount of data today. In most cases, data are stored and manipulated
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asstrings. Therefore, the development of efficient data structures for searching strings has
for decades been a particularly active research area in computer science.

Given a setSof strings, we want some efficient data structure that enables us to search
Svery quickly. Obviously a DFA that acceptsS is the one. The problem arising in imple-
menting such an automaton is how to store the information of the transitions in each state.
The most basic idea is to use tables, with which searchingSfor a given patternp is feasible
in O(|p|) time, where|p| denotes the length ofp. However, the significant drawback is that
the size of the tables is proportional to the size of the alphabet�. In particular, it is crucial
when the size of� is thousands, large like in Asian languages such as Japanese, Korean,
Chinese, and so on. Using linked lists is one apparent means of escape from this waste
of memory space by tables. Although this surely reduces space requirement, searching for
patternp takes O(|�| · |p|) time in both worst and average cases. It is easy to imagine that
this should be a serious disadvantage when searching texts of a large alphabet.

Bentley and Sedgewick[4] introduced an effective tree structure calledternary search
trees(to be simply calledternary treesin this paper), for storing a set of strings. The idea
of ternary trees is to ‘implant’ the process of binary search for transitions into the structure
of the trees themselves. This way the process of binary search becomes visible, and the
implementation of the trees becomes quite easy since each and every state of ternary trees
has at most three transitions. Bentley and Sedgewick gave an algorithm that, for any setS
of strings, constructs its ternary tree in O(|�| · ‖S‖) time with O(‖S‖) space, where‖S‖
denotes the total length of the strings inS. They also showed several nice applications of
ternary trees[3], and some useful source codes are available at[2].

This paper considers the most fundamental pattern matching problem on strings, the
substring pattern matching problem, which is described as follows:Given a text stringw
and pattern string p, examine whether or not p is a substring ofw. Clearly, a DFA that
recognizes the set of all suffixes ofw permits us to solve this problem very quickly. The
smallest DFA of this kind was introduced by Blumer et al.[5], called thedirected acyclic
word graph(DAWG) of stringw, that only requires O(|w|) space.

In this paper, we apply the scheme of ternary trees to DAWGs, yielding a new data
structure calledternary DAWGs(TDAWGs). By the use of a TDAWG ofw, searching text
w for patternp takes O(|�| · |p|) time in the worst case, but the time complexity in the
average case is O(log |�| · |p|), which is an advantage over DAWGs implemented with
linked lists that require O(|�| · |p|) expected time. Therefore, the key is how to construct
TDAWGs quickly. Note that the set of all suffixes of a stringw is of size quadratic in|w|.
Namely, simply applying the algorithm by Bentley and Sedgewick[4] merely allows us
to construct a TDAWG ofw in O(|�| · |w|2) time. However, using a modification of the
on-line algorithm of Blumer et al.[5], pleasingly, the TDAWG ofw can be constructed in
O(|�| · |w|) time.

In addition, we have tackled the application of the scheme ofAVL trees[1] to our
TDAWGs. AVL trees are a kind of binary trees on which searching for any single character
can be done in O(log |�|) time even in the worst case. Our new structure is a combination
of AVL trees and TDAWGs, namedAVL TDAWGs. Using the AVL TDAWG for a stringw,
it can be examined in O(log |�| · |p|) time whetherp is a substring ofw or not, even in the
worst case. Another nice feature of AVL TDAWGs is that the AVL TDAWG of any string
w can be built in O(log |�| · |w|) time.
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We also performed some computational experiments to evaluate the efficiency of
TDAWGs and AVL DAWGs using English and Japanese texts, by the comparison with
DAWGs implemented by linked lists. The most exciting result is that the construction
times of TDAWGs and AVL TDAWGs for the Japanese text are dramatically shorter than
those of DAWGs with linked lists. This typically shows that our TDAWGs and AVL
TDAWGs work very well for texts over a large-sized alphabet. Moreover, search times
by TDAWGs and AVL TDAWGs are much faster than those by DAWGs with linked lists.
Our experiment also reveals that AVL TDAWGs are the fastest in searching for patterns
both for English text and Japanese text, and this is surely the effect of AVL balancing for
speeding up binary searches.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section2, we recall the definition and
the on-line construction algorithm of DAWGs. In Section3, we introduce our new structure
TDAWGs and show how they work. Section4 is devoted to the introduction of the enhanced
version of our new structure, AVL TDAWGs. We give the results of our experiments in
Section5 and conclude in Section6.

2. Directed acyclic word graphs

Let � be a finite alphabet. An element of�∗ is called astring. Stringsx, y, andzare said
to be aprefix, substring, andsuffixof stringw = xyz, respectively. The sets of prefixes,
substrings, and suffixes of a stringw are denoted byPrefix(w), Substr(w), andSuffix(w),
respectively. The length of a stringw is denoted by|w|. The empty string is denoted byε,
that is,|ε| = 0. Let�+ = �∗ − {ε}.

Let S ⊆ �∗. The number of strings inS is denoted by|S|, and the sum of the lengths of
strings inSby ‖S‖.

The following problem is the most fundamental and important in string processing.

Definition 1 (substring pattern matching problem).
Instance:a text stringw ∈ �∗ and pattern stringp ∈ �∗.
Determine:whether p is a substring ofw.

Obviously, an automaton that acceptsSubstr(w) is pretty useful to solve this problem.
The most basic automaton of this kind is thesuffix trie. The suffix trie of a stringw ∈ �∗
is denoted bySTrie(w). What is obtained by minimizingSTrie(w) is called thedirected
acyclic word graph(DAWG) of w [10], denoted byDAWG(w). In Fig.1 we showSTrie(w)

andDAWG(w) with w = cocoa.
The initial state ofDAWG(w) is also called thesource state, and the state accepting

w is called thesink stateof DAWG(w). Each state ofDAWG(w) other than the source
state has asuffix link. Assumex1, . . . , xk are the substrings ofw accepted in one state of
DAWG(w), arranged in the decreasing order of their lengths. Letay = xk, wherey ∈ �∗
anda ∈ �. Then the suffix link of the state acceptingx1, . . . , xk points to the state in which
y is accepted.

DAWGs were first introduced by Blumer et al.[5], and have widely been used for solving
the substring pattern matching problem as well as in various applications[8,9,16].
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Fig. 1.STrie(cocoa) is shown on the left, where all the states are accepting. By minimizing this automaton we
obtainDAWG(cocoa), on the right.

Theorem 1(Crochemore[7] ). For any stringw ∈ �∗,DAWG(w) is the smallest(partial)
DFA that recognizes Suffix(w).

Proposition 1. Using DAWG(w) whose transitions are implemented with linked lists, the
substring pattern matching problem of Definition1 is solvable inO(|�| · |p|) time in the
worst and average cases.

Theorem 2(Blumer et al.[5] ). For any stringw ∈ �∗ with |w| > 1, DAWG(w) has at
most2|w| − 1 states and3|w| − 3 transitions.

It is a trivial fact thatDAWG(w) can be constructed in time proportional to the number of
transitions inSTrie(w) using the DAG-minimization algorithm by Revuz[14]. However, the
number of transitions ofSTrie(w) is unfortunately quadratic in|w|. The direct construction
of DAWG(w) in linear time is therefore significant, in order to avoid creating redundant
states and transitions that are deleted in the process of minimizingSTrie(w). Blumer et
al. [5] indeed presented an algorithm that directly constructsDAWG(w) and runs in linear
time if � is fixed, by means of suffix links. Their algorithm ison-line, namely, for any
w ∈ �∗ anda ∈ � it allows us to updateDAWG(w) toDAWG(wa) in amortized constant
time, meaning that we need not constructDAWG(wa) from scratch. On-line construction
of DAWG(cocoao) is illustrated in Fig.2.

We here briefly recall the on-line algorithm by Blumer et al. A more detailed description
and pseudo-code of the algorithm can be found in[5]. The algorithm updatesDAWG(w)

to DAWG(wa) by inserting suffixes ofwa into DAWG(w) in decreasing order of their
lengths. Letzbe the longest string inSubstr(w) ∩ Suffix(wa). Thenz is called thelongest
repeated suffixof wa and denoted byLRS(wa). Let z′ = LRS(w). Let |wa| = l and
u1, u2, . . . , ul, ul+1 be the suffixes ofwa ordered by their lengths, that is,u1 = wa and
ul+1 = ε. We categorize these suffixes ofwa into the three following groups.
Group 1. u1, . . . , ui−1.
Group 2. ui, . . . , uj−1, whereui = z′a.
Group 3. uj , . . . , ul+1, whereuj = z.
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Fig. 2. On-line construction ofDAWG(w) with w = cocoao. The solid arrows are the transitions, and the dashed
arrows are the suffix links. In the process of updatingDAWG(cocoa) toDAWG(cocoao), the state accepting{co, o}
is separated into two states for{co} and{o}.

Note all suffixes in Group 3 are already represented inDAWG(w). We can insert all the
suffixes of Group 1 intoDAWG(w) by creating a new transition labeled bya from the current
sink state to the new sink state. Therefore, we have only to care about those in Group 2. Let
vi, . . . , vj−1 be the suffixes ofw such that, for anyi�k�j − 1, vka = uk. We start from
the state corresponding toLRS(w) = z′ = vi in DAWG(w), which is called theactive state
of the current phase. A new transition labeled bya is inserted from the active state to the
new sink state. The state to be the next active state is found simply by traversing the suffix
link of the state forvi , in constant time, and a new transition labeled bya is created from
the new active state to the sink state. After we insert all the suffixes of Group 2 this way, the
automaton represents all the suffixes ofwa. We now pay attention toLRS(wa) = z = uj .
The suffix link of the new sink state is set to point to the state that acceptsuj .

Let us see a concrete example from Fig.2. See the conversion ofDAWG(coco) to
DAWG(cocoa). Regarding the suffixes ofcocoa , we have Group 1:cocoa , ocoa ; Group
2: coa , oa , a; Group 3:ε. By creating a new transition labeled bya from the old sink state
to the new sink state, the suffixescocoa andocoa in Group 1 get to be accepted by the
automaton. Notice the current active state is the state corresponding to{co, o}. From this
state we create a new transition labeled bya to the new sink state. Then two suffixescoa
andoa in Group 2 are now accepted. After that, we go up to the source state by traversing
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the suffix link of the state accepting{co, o}. We create a new transition labeled witha from
the source state to the new sink state, and now all the suffixes ofcocoa are accepted by
the automaton. Finally, we set the suffix link of the new sink state so that it points to the
source state that acceptsε.

We note that an event so callednode separationcan happen at the last stage of updating
DAWG(w) to DAWG(wa). Let s be the state which acceptsuj , and letx be the longest
string accepted by states. We then check whetherx = uj or not. If so, we are finished.
Otherwise, states is separatedinto two states,sand its duplications′, wheresbecomes to
accept the strings longer thanuj ands′ accepts the rest. A concrete example can be seen in
the conversion ofDAWG(cocoa) into DAWG(cocoao) shown in Fig.2. Here,uj = o and
x = co, thus we haveuj �= x. Then stateswhich in this case accepts{co, o} is separated
into two states accepting{co} and{o}, respectively. All the (outgoing) transitions ofs are
also duplicated fors′, namely, the target state of the transitions ofs′ is the same as the target
state of the transitions ofs (see Fig.2). The suffix links ofsands′ also have to be adjusted.
Let t be the state to which the suffix link ofs is directed. Then the suffix link ofs is redirected
to s′, and the suffix link ofs′ is directed tot. Associating each state with the length of the
longest string accepted in it, we can deal with this state separation in amortized constant
time.

Theorem 3(Blumer et al.[5] ). For any stringw ∈ �∗,DAWG(w) can be constructed on-
line and inO(|�| · |w|) time usingO(|w|) space, if the transitions are implemented by linked
lists.

The |�| factor in the time complexity of the above theorem comes from the fact that
searching transitions in each state takes O(|�|) time if we implement the transitions by
linked lists, as stated in Proposition1. Therefore, efficient implementation of the transitions
is crucial in order to achieve faster search and construction of DAWGs. In the following
sections, we will show our new automata which enable us faster search and construction.

3. Ternary-directed acyclic word graphs

In this section, we present a new kind of automata calledternary directed acyclic word
graphs(TDAWGs). The idea is to implement the transitions of DAWGs by usingternary
search trees[4,3] (in short, ternary trees). Ternary trees are quite useful for storing a set
of strings from both viewpoints of space efficiency and search speed. The idea of ternary
trees is to ‘implant’ the process of binary search for linked lists into the trees themselves.
This way the process of binary search becomes visible, and the implementation of the trees
becomes quite easy since each and every state of ternary trees has at most three transitions.

The left of Fig.3 is a ternary tree forSuffix(w) with w = cocoa. We can see that this
corresponds toSTrie(w) in Fig. 1, and therefore, the tree is called aternary suffix trie
(TSTrie) of stringcocoa .

For a substringx of a stringw ∈ �∗, we consider setCharSetw(x) = {a ∈ � | xa ∈
Substr(w)} of characters. InSTrie(w), each character ofCharSetw(x) is associated with a
transition from statex(seeSTrie(cocoa) in Fig.1). However, in aTSTrie ofw, each character
in CharSetw(x) corresponds to astate. This means that we can regardCharSetw(x) as a
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Fig. 3.TSTrie(w) is on the left, andTDAWG(w) on the right, withw = cocoa.

set of the states that immediately follow stringx in the TSTrie ofw, where elements of
CharSetw(x) are arranged in lexicographical order, top–down. There are many variations
of the arrangement of elements inCharSetw(x), but we arrange them in increasing order of
their leftmost occurrences inw, top–down. Thus, the arrangement of the states is uniquely
determined, and the resulting structure is calledtheTSTrie ofw, denoted byTSTrie(w).
The state corresponding to the character inCharSetw(x) with the earliest occurrence, is
called thetopstate with respect toCharSetw(x), since it is arranged on the top of the states
for characters inCharSetw(x).

We now describe how searching for a pattern takes place inTSTrie(w). Given a pattern
p, at any node ofTSTrie(w) we examine if the charactera in p we currently focus on is
lexicographically larger than the characterb stored in the state. Ifa < b, then we take the
left transition from the state and comparea to the character in the next state. Ifa > b, then
we take the right transition from the state and comparea to the character in the next state.
If a = b, then we take the center transition from the state, now the charactera has been
recognized, and we compare the next character inp to the character in the next state. We
give a concrete example of searching for patternoa usingTSTrie(cocoa) in Fig.3. We start
from the initial state of the tree and haveo > c, and thus go down to the next state via the
right transition. At the next state we haveo = o, and thus we take the center transition from
the state and arrive at the next state, with the charactero recognized. We then compare the
next charactera in the pattern withc in the state where we are. Now we havea < c, we go
down along the left transition of the state and arrive at the next state, where we havea = a.
Then we take the center transition and arrive at the next state, where finallyoa is accepted.
This way, for any patternp ∈ �∗ we can solve the substring pattern matching problem of
Definition1 in O(log |�|·|p|) expected time.

We now consider to apply the above scheme toDAWG(w). What is obtained here is
the ternary DAWG (TDAWG) of w, denoted byTDAWG(w). The right of Fig. 3
is TDAWG(cocoa). Compare it to DAWG(cocoa) in Fig. 1 and TSTrie(cocoa)

in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. On-line construction ofTDAWG(w) with w = cocoao. The dashed arrows are the suffix links. Notice only
top states have suffix links, and only top states can be the target of suffix links of other top states. In the process
of updatingTDAWG(cocoa) to TDAWG(cocoao), the state accepting{co, o} is separated into two states for{co}
and{o}, as well as the case of DAWGs shown in Fig.2.

Proposition 2. Using TDAWG(w), the substring pattern matching problem of Definition1
is solvable inO(|�| · |p|) time in the worst case, and inO(log |�| · |p|) time in the average
case.

Notice the advantage in the average case of TDAWGs against DAWGs on searching for
patterns (see Proposition1).

On-line construction of TDAWGs can be made based on the on-line DAWG construction
algorithm by Blumer et al.[5], which was recalled in Section2. On-line construction of
TDAWG(cocoao) is illustrated in Fig.4.

Here are two small remarks about on-line construction of TDAWGs: The first is about
suffix links. In TDAWGs only top states have suffix links, and only top states can be the
target of suffix links of other top states. The second is about state separation. When a top
state is separated, then the other states belonging to the sameCharSetas the top state have
to be duplicated. A concrete example can be seen in the conversion ofTDAWG(cocoa) to
TDAWG(cocoao) in Fig.4, where top state accepting{co, o} is separated into two top states
accepting{co} and{o}.

Now we have the following theorem:

Theorem 4. For any stringw ∈ �∗,TDAWG(w) can be constructed on-line, inO(|�| · |w|)
time usingO(|w|) space.
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4. AVL ternary-directed acyclic word graphs

AVL trees[1] are a well-known fast tree structure in binary searches. The idea is to balance
each subtree so that the worst case time complexity for binary search becomes O(log |�|).
Definition 2 (AVL tree). Define the height of a tree as themaximum length of any path from
its root to a leaf. AnAVL tree is a binary search tree such that the height of the left and
right subtrees of any node differs by at most one.

See Fig.5 for examples of a non-AVL tree and AVL tree.
Now our idea is to apply this scheme to our TDAWGs so that, for any top state of

TDAWG(w) corresponding to a substringxof w, the tree forCharSetw(x) consisting of the
left and right transitions is an AVL tree. We call it theAVL TDAWGof w, and denote by
avl_TDAWG(w). avl_TDAWG(w) is superior toTDAWG(w) on searching for a patternp,
as stated in the following proposition.

Proposition 3. Using avl_TDAWG(w), the substring pattern matching problem of
Definition1 is solvable inO(log |�| · |p|) time in the worst and average cases.

Moreover, we can constructavl_TDAWG(w) in on-line manner, by examining the
AVL condition each time a new state (character) is inserted into the tree forCharSetw(x)

consisting of the left and right transitions. The addition of a new state to the tree can some-
times violate the AVL condition, and then we rotate those states so that the tree can still
remain an AVL tree. It is a well-known fact that:

Lemma 1 (Adelson-Velskii and Landis[1] ). Inserting a new node into an AVL tree takes
O(logN) time, where N is the number of nodes of the AVL tree.

Due to the above lemma, we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 5. For any stringw ∈ �∗, avl_TDAWG(w) can be constructed on-line, in
O(log |�| · |w|) time usingO(|w|) space.

On-line construction ofavl_TDAWG(w) is illustrated in Fig.6. One might suspect that
it is sometimes necessary to redirect suffix links after rotating nodes, as seen in the node
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rotation ofavl_TDAWG(bef ) in Fig.6. The number of the suffix links for eachCharSetw(x)

is O(|�|), and thus, if such redirection can happen every time a new character is added, we
no longer can constructavl_TDAWG(w) in O(log |�| · |w|) time. However, if we use an
auxiliary state connected to the current top state for eachCharSetw(x) and associate the
suffix links with this auxiliary state, we can redirect all the suffix links in O(1) time by
reconnecting the auxiliary state to the new top state after the rotation. Hence we can achieve
the improved time complexity mentioned in Theorem5.

5. Experiments

In this section, we show some experimental results that reveal the advantage of our
TDAWGs and AVL TDAWGs, compared to DAWGs whose transitions are implemented
with linked lists (denoted list_DAWGs). The linked lists were linearly searched at any state
of the list_DAWGs. All the three algorithms to construct TDAWGs, AVL TDAWGs, and
list_DAWGs were implemented in the C language. All calculations were performed on a
Desktop PC with Pentium4-1.7 GHz CPU and 768 MB main memory running Windows XP
Professional. We used the English text “ohsumed.91” available athttp://trec.nist.
gov/data.html , and the Japanese texts from novels of Soseki Natsume available at
http://www.aozora.gr.jp/ .

The first test was to compare memory space requirements of TDAWGs, AVL TDAWGs,
and list_DAWGs. The left chart of Fig.7 shows memory requirements of TDAWGs, AVL
TDAWGs, and list_DAWGs for the English texts, where the memory requirements grow
linearly, as expected. TDAWGs require about 19% more memory than list_DAWGs. Also,
AVL TDAWGs require about 24% and 4% more memory than list_DAWGs and TDAWGs,
respectively. The right chart of Fig.7 shows memory requirements of TDAWGs, AVL
TDAWGs, and list_DAWGs for the Japanese texts. Here again, the memory requirements
grow linearly as expected. TDAWGs require about 28% more memory than list_DAWGs,
and AVL TDAWGs require about 35% and 5% more memory than list_DAWGs and
TDAWGs, respectively.

The second test was to compare construction times of TDAWGs, AVL TDAWGs, and
list_DAWGs. The left chart of Fig.8 shows construction times of the TDAWGs, AVL
TDAWGs, and list_DAWGs for the English texts. One can see that the constructions of
TDAWGs were done about 1.2 times faster than that of list_DAWGs. This should be the
effect of binary search in the TDAWGs, while the linked lists were linearly searched in the
list_DAWGs. AVL TDAWGs were constructed about twice slower than TDAWGs. It seems
that this comes from the cost of node rotations for balancing each AVL tree in the AVL
TDAWGs. The right chart of Fig.8 shows construction times of TDAWGs, AVL TDAWGs,
and list_DAWGs for the Japanese texts, which is one of the most dramatic results from
our experiments. TDAWGs were constructed thirteen times faster than list_DAWGs, and
even AVL DAWGs were constructed eight times faster than list_DAWGs! This is obvious
because the linked lists of the list_DAWGs were linearly searched, while binary searches
were operated in the others. This result typically shows one effectiveness of TDAWGs and
AVL DAWGs for texts over a large alphabet.

The third test was searching times for patterns of different lengths. We used 9 texts of
different lengths, in the range from 32 to 512 kbytes. For each text, we randomly chose 100
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Fig. 6. On-line construction ofavl_TDAWG(w) with w = bef acd. The dashed arrows are the suffix links. After
a new characterf is inserted into the source state ofavl_TDAWG(be), the tree for the source state becomes a
non-AVL tree. Therefore, we rotate the nodes for charactersb, e, and f so that the tree remains an AVL tree
(second upper right). Another type of node rotation happens in inserting a new characterd into the source state
of avl_TDAWG(bef ac). The resulting structure (lower right) isavl_TDAWG(bef acd) in which the trees for all
CharSetw(x) are AVL balanced.
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Fig. 7. The left and right charts show the space requirements of the TDAWG, AVL TDAWG, and list_DAWG for
the English and Japanese texts, respectively.
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Fig. 8. The left and right charts show the construction times of the TDAWG, AVL TDAWG, and list_DAWG for
the English and Japanese texts, respectively.

of their substrings of each length, and searched for each of these substrings 1 million times.
The result shown in the left chart of Fig.9 is the average time of searching for a pattern,
using the English texts. One can see that both TDAWGs and AVL TDAWGs are more than
twice faster than list_DAWGs. Moreover, search on AVL TDAWGs is slightly faster than
on TDAWGs, due to the effect of balancing trees. In the right chart of Fig.9 that shows
the average time of searching for a pattern in the Japanese texts, the effect of TDAWGs
and AVL TDAWGs is visualized better; TDAWGs are more than three times faster than
list_DAWGs, and AVL TDAWGs are about five times faster than list_DAWGs. Moreover,
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Fig. 9. The left and right charts show the search times of the TDAWG, AVL TDAWG, and list_DAWG for the
English and Japanese texts, respectively.

searching on AVL TDAWGs is about 1.5 times faster than TDAWGs, where balancing trees
on AVL TDAWGs took effect.

6. Conclusions and further work

Table1 summarizes the space requirements, construction times, worst-case search times,
and average search times of DAWGs whose transitions are implemented with tables
(table_DAWG), DAWGs whose transitions are implemented with linked lists (list_DAWG),
TDAWGs and AVL TDAWGs. Although table_DAWGs are surely very fast in search, they
actually consume too much space, O(|�|n). In particular, for texts over a large-sized alphabet
such as Japanese, Korean, Chinese etc., table_DAWGs are absolutely unrealistic. TDAWGs
are better in average search time than list_DAWGs, where the linked lists in list_DAWGs
are linearly searched but binary searches take place in TDAWGs. AVL DAWGs have good
complexities for all of space requirement, construction time, worst-case search time, and
average search time. The results of our experiments in Section5 have shown that our new
structures TDAWGs and AVL TDAWGs are useful in practice as well, especially for texts
over a large alphabet.

We emphasize that the benefit of the ternary-based implementation is not limited to
DAWGs. Namely, it can be applied to any automata-oriented index structure such as
suffix trees[11,13,15,17]andcompact directed acyclic word graphs(CDAWGs) [6,10,12].
Therefore, we can also considerternary suffix treesandternary CDAWGs. Concerning the
experimental results on TDAWGs, ternary suffix trees and ternary CDAWGs promise to
perform very well in practice.

Moreover, there is another variation of TDAWGs that is more space-economical. Note
thatTDAWG(cocoa) in Fig. 3 can be minimized by the algorithm of Revuz[14], and the
resulting structure is shown in Fig.10, which is called theminimum TDAWG(MTDAWG)
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Table 1
Comparison of DAWG implemented with tables (denoted table_DAWG), DAWG implemented with linked lists
(denoted list_DAWG), TDAWGs, and AVL TDAWGs, where� is the alphabet, andn andmare the length of the
text and pattern, respectively

Type of DAWG
Space
requirement

Construction
time

Worst-case
search time

Average
search time

table_DAWG O(|�|n) O(|�|n) O(m) O(m)

list_DAWG O(n) O(|�|n) O(|�|m) O(|�|m)

TDAWG O(n) O(|�|n) O(|�|m) O(log |�|m)

AVL TDAWG O(n) O(log |�|n) O(log |�|m) O(log |�|m)

c

c

o

a

o

Fig. 10. The MTDAWG of stringcocoa .

of the string. To use Revuz’s algorithm we have to maintain the reversed transition for every
transition, and it certainly requires too much space. Thus, we are now interested in an on-
line algorithm to construct MTDAWGsdirectly, and it is our future work. We expect that
search time on MTDAWGs will be in practice faster than using TDAWGs, since memory
allocation for MTDAWGs is likely to be quicker.
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